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Abstract—As file system capacities reach the petascale, it is
becoming increasingly difficult for users to organize, find, and
manage their data. File system search has the potential to greatly
improve how users manage and access files. Unfortunately,
existing file system search is designed for smaller scale systems,
making it difficult for existing solutions to scale to petascale
files systems. In this paper, we motivate the importance of file
system search in petascale file systems and present a new fulltext file system search design for petascale file systems. Unlike
existing solutions, our design exploits file system properties. Using
a novel index partitioning mechanism that utilizes file system
namespace locality, we are able to improve search scalability and
performance and we discuss how such a design can potentially
improve search security and ranking. We describe how our design
can be implemented within the Ceph petascale file system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As more business, science, government, and other entities
move towards a digital infrastructure, the demand for largescale, high-performance storage has drastically increased. This
demand has resulted in an increasing number of file systems that store petabytes of data, billions of files, and serve
thousands of users. Unfortunately, the scale of these file
systems makes efficiently organizing, finding, and managing
files extremely difficult. Users are forced to manually organize
and navigate huge hierarchies, with possibly billions of files,
which is very slow and inaccurate. A scientist, for example,
whose simulation produces thousands of files may have to
meticulously name and manually navigate thousands of files
to find those with interesting data results. In petascale file
systems, this manual organization and navigation often results
in lost time and productivity as users try and locate files, as
well as, misplaced or permanently lost data.
As file systems have grown in size, file system search has
become increasingly popular because it addresses many file
management problems. File system search has been an active
research topic for two decades [17, 20, 38] and is becoming
ubiquitous on desktop [4, 18, 33] and enterprise [15, 19, 25]
file systems. Full-text (or keyword) search is the foundation
of most modern file system search and the inverted index [22]
is the primary indexing structure. An inverted index consists
of a dictionary of keywords in the file system. Each keyword
in the dictionary points to a posting list that contains the
exact location within files where the keyword occurs, which
are called postings. File system search alleviates many file
organization, location, and management problems by allowing
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files to be organized and retrieved using any of their features
or keywords, rather than just their pathname. As a result, much
less time is spent organizing and navigating files and the risk
of losing data is significantly reduced. Thus, search provides a
file retrieval method that can scale with petascale file systems.
Unfortunately, providing efficient file system search at the
petabyte-scale presents a number of challenges. First, the scale
of these systems (billions of keywords and billions of files),
makes providing fast search performance extremely difficult.
Second, ensuring that search results are consistent with a large
and rapidly changing file system is often slow and taxing
on the file system. Third, achieving fast search and update
performance without requiring lots of expensive hardware is
difficult. In existing desktop and enterprise file system search
tools, which only index up to millions of files [24], the
dictionary can often be kept in-memory and posting lists are
usually small enough to be sequential on-disk, making search
and update efficient. In petascale file systems, the dictionary
is too large to simply reside in-memory and must often be
distributed across many machines. Likewise, long posting lists
are difficult to keep sequential on-disk and can require many
disk seeks to retrieve. Current file system search solutions have
had very limited impact in petascale file systems because they
cannot efficiently scale performance and cost with the size of
these systems.
In this paper we propose the design of a novel index for
petascale file system search. Unlike inverted indexes currently
used for file system search that are designed for generalpurpose text retrieval, we exploit the properties of petascale
file systems to improve scalability and performance without
requiring the use of extra hardware and which can be embedded directly within the file system. Our approach uses
an index partitioning method, called hierarchical partitioning [30], to decompose the index into many smaller, disjoint
partitions based on the file system’s namespace. Through the
use of an indirect index that manages these partitions, our
approach provides flexible, fine-grained index control that can
significantly enhances scalability and improve both search and
update performance. In addition, we discuss how to leverage
partitioning to enforce file security permissions with only a
limited overhead, provide personalized search result rankings,
and to distribute the index across a cluster.
Our contributions include motivating the importance of
efficient search in petascale file systems, discussing an initial

petascale file system search design, and describing how it
can be integrated within a real-world petascale file system.
Our current and future work includes the following. First, we
are collecting and analyzing a data set of file keywords from
several large-scale file systems. To date, no data set exists for
file system search as most are targeted towards databases and
the web and do not reflect file system properties. Second, we
are in the process of completing our index and algorithms
designs. Third, we are exploring how such a system can be
implemented within the Ceph petascale file system [45] in
order to evaluate its performance.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section we motivate search for petascale file systems,
discuss the challenges with petascale file system search, and
describe related work.
A. Extended Motivation
Today’s file systems can store petabytes of data, spread
amongst billions of files, are composed of thousands of devices
and can serve data to thousands of users. These file systems
may store exabytes of data in the coming future as the
digital universe is expected to expand to several zetabytes by
2011 [16].
One of the key challenges for file systems at the petascale is
effectively organizing, finding, and managing the growing sea
of files. Currently, file systems users are forced to manually
organize and navigate huge directory hierarchies that can
contain billions of files. Managing these hierarchies requires
significant time and diligence by users to organize and name
large numbers of files in a meaningful manner. Then users
must spend more time later navigating these hierarchies with
only the hope of finding their data. This at best this wastes
time and at worst can effectively lead to data loss. In essence,
file systems lack an file retrieval method that can scale with
the file system’s size. Fortunately, two decades of file system
and information retrieval research have shown that file system
search provides a scalable retrieval method that can mitigate
many of these problems by allowing files to be retrieved using
their features or keywords rather than just their pathnames [17,
20, 31, 35–38]. Similarly, full-text search has revolutionized
the way web pages are organized and accessed on the Internet,
demonstrating its ability to scale to very large systems.
To further motivate the importance of search in petascale
file systems, we describe several use case examples taken from
discussions with real large-scale file system users.
1) Managing scientific data. A single scientific simulation can
often generate thousands of files containing experiment data.
However, finding files with interesting results amongst the vast
collection can be extremely difficult. As a result, scientists
often take great care to name files with experiment results,
such as, naming a file run_10_succ_1h30m_22uj.data
for an experiment that was the 10th run, finished successfully,
took 1 hour and 30 minutes and calculated 22 microjoules
of energy. Later locating results requires sifting through thousands of files to locate those with names containing useful

keywords. This approach requires significant time to name and
then sort through files, while not guaranteeing files will be
found. However, efficient file system search can greatly ease
this process, as scientists can simply issue queries for files
containing the results they are interested in, also making it
easier to share results with others.
2) Archival data. Often petascale file systems employ tiered
storage architectures because storing petabytes of data on highend disks is too expensive [32]. Files not recently used are
often archived on cheaper, lower-tier tape storage. This makes
retrieving archived data very difficult as data is often accessed
much later, file organizations are often long forgotten, and a
third party is retrieving the data [6]. As a result, finding archive
data requires manual navigating the file system, which often
amounts to a full scan of the file system and can take days or
weeks. However, file system search allows significantly easier
and faster exploration of the archive by trading slow, brute
force navigation for simple and fast queries.
3) Legal compliance data. With increasing legal data regulations [41, 42], petascale file systems often store data that
must be kept for a given period of time, unmodified, and
be able to produce it in response to litigation. Finding and
producing files when legally required to do so is extremely
difficult in petascale file systems since manually navigating
huge hierarchies is very slow and inaccurate. However, search
enables much simpler response to litigation as files pertaining
to the case can simply be recalled through a query with much
higher accuracy.
These use cases represent some specific scenarios where
search is extremely useful, though may not represent the most
common user operations. However, several other works have
shown that in most cases search is a far more intuitive and
scalable method of file retrieval than traditional hierarchy
navigation [14, 39, 40].
B. Petascale Search Challenges
While search is important in petascale file systems, the
scale of these file systems present a number of challenges
that designing an efficient solution difficult. Here were discuss
some of these challenges.
1) Cost. Today’s large-scale search engines, such as Google
and Yahoo!, use large, dedicated clusters of machines to
achieve high-performance [5]. Index updates are applied offline on a separate cluster and the index is re-built weekly.
However, dedicated hardware can cost millions of dollars,
which is often as much as an entire file system budget, and
weekly updates make file system search results too stale.
Even enterprise file system search appliances can cost tens
of thousands of dollars and index only millions of files [24].
Petascale file system search should require only minimal
resources, reducing costs and allowing it to be integrated
directly with the file system.
2) Performance. Most large-scale search engines and database
systems make significant trade-offs between search and update
performance [1, 28]. File system search must, however, strike
a balance between the two, as it must quickly search through

billions of files, as well as, frequently update the index to
reflect constant changes in the file system [29, 44]. As the
file system scales to petabytes, the dictionary becomes too
large fit in-memory and posting lists become too long to be
kept sequential on-disk, resulting in numerous disk seeks for
a single search. Posting list update algorithms either try and
maintain on-disk sequentially at a significant cost to update
performance or vice versa [28]. As a result, it is difficult
to efficiently scale search and update performance without
requiring significant hardware additions.
3) Ranking. Searching the web has been greatly improved
through successful search result ranking algorithms [9]. These
algorithms often only need to return the few top-K results
to satisfy most queries. However, such algorithms do not
yet exist for file systems, particularly, petascale file systems.
Current desktop and enterprise file systems often rely on
simplistic ranking algorithms that require users to sift through,
possibly, thousands of search results. In petascale file systems,
a single search can return millions of files, making accurate
ranking critical. Previous work has looked at how to use
personalization [3, 26] and semantic links [21, 37, 38] in the
file system to improve accuracy.
4) Security. Petascale file systems often store highly secure
data, such as nuclear test data. It is critical that file system
search not leak privileged data. Unfortunately, current file
system search tools either do not enforce file permissions
or significantly degrade performance [12] to do so. In most
cases, a separate index is built for each user, which can
require prohibitively high disk space, or permission checks
(i.e.,stat() calls) are required for every search result, which
is very slow.
5) Distributed design. Petascale file systems are naturally
distributed and can be composed of thousands of devices.
This requires the index, which can grow to be 20% of the
file system’s size [8], to be distributed as well. Distributed file
system search must be able to handle the frequent addition and
removal of devices, effectively utilize file system resources
while balancing load with the file system’s workload.
C. Related Work
As file systems have grown in scale, more research has
looked at improving file system search performance. However,
only a few have looked at re-designing index structures for file
systems. The Inversion file system [36] used a PostgreSQL
database to index files, rather than traditional file system inode
structures. Inversion allows database-style queries over files,
however, general-purpose databases have only limited scalability for large-scale file system search [30]. The GLIMPSE [31]
file search system uses an inverted index to route queries to
parts of the namespace where results are located and agrep
is then used to find files that match the search. While this
approach greatly reduces index size, only requiring 2% to 4%
of the total text size, it is much slower since many files must
be read and processed. Likewise, Diamond [23] does not use
an index at all, instead, using a method, called Early Discard,
to more quickly scan files. As disk capacity has become much
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Fig. 1: Segment Partitioning. The namespace is broken into partitions that represent disjoint sub-trees. Each partition maintains
posting list segments for keywords that occur within its sub-trees.
Since each partition is relatively small, these segments can be kept
sequential on-disk.

cheaper, for many systems it is preferable to sacrifice capacity
and construct an index for faster search performance. The
Wumpus desktop search system [10] introduces a number of
improvements to conventional inverted index design, which
improves full-text search on desktop file systems. However, its
current design targets desktop file systems and lacks a number
of features critical to petascale file system search.
III. O UR A PPROACH
While petascale file systems present a number of challenges
that make search difficult, they also have properties that can
be leveraged. In particular, our inverted index design utilizes
hierarchical partitioning, an index partition mechanism that
exploits file system namespace locality [30]. Namespace locality implies that location within the file system’s namespace
influences the properties of files within it. That is, different
sub-trees in the namespace have different access patterns
(e.g.,frequently vs rarely accessed, metadata vs I/O workloads
and read vs write workloads) [29, 43], grow at different
rates [2, 13], and are often accessed by only a small fraction of
users [29]. Namespace locality follows logically from the fact
that the file system’s namespace is already a neatly organized
and classified hierarchy of files and directories, where different
sub-trees usually have different uses.
A. Index Design
Our index design consists of two-levels. At the first level is
a single inverted index, called the indirect index, that points
to the locations of posting list segments rather than the entire
posting list itself. The indirect index is similar to the inverted
index used in GLIMPSE [31]. At the second level is a large
collection of posting list segments. A posting list segment is

 







 


    


    

Fig. 2: Indirect Index Design. The indirect index stores the dictionary
for the entire file system and each keyword’s posting lists contain
locations of partition segments. Each partition segment is kept
sequential on-disk.

a region of a posting list that is stored sequentially on-disk.
Posting lists are partitioned into segments using hierarchical
partitioning. Thus, a segment represents the postings for a keyword that occurs within a specific sub-tree in the namespace.
An illustration of how the a posting list is partitioning into
segments is shown in Figure 1. The namespace is partitioned
so that each sub-tree’s partition is relatively small, on the order
of 100,000 files. By partitioning the posting lists into segments
we ensure fast performance for searching or updating any one
partition, as posting lists are small enough to efficiently read,
write, and cache in-memory. In essence, partitioning makes
the index namespace locality-aware and allow the index to be
controlled at the granularity of sub-trees.
The purpose of the indirect index is to identify which
sub-tree partitions contain any postings for a given keyword.
Doing so allows search, update, security, and ranking to
operate at the granularity of sub-trees. The indirect index
maintains the dictionary for the entire file system. The reason
to maintain a single dictionary is that keeping a dictionary perpartition would simply require too much space overhead since
many keywords will be replicated in many dictionaries. Each
keyword’s dictionary entry points to a posting list that contains
the on-disk address of segments that contain actual postings.
We illustrate the design of the indirect index in Figure 2. Since
the indirect index only maintains a dictionary and posting
lists containing segment pointers, it can be kept in-memory if
properly distributed across the nodes in the file system, which
we will discuss later in this section.
B. Query Execution
All search queries go through the indirect index. The
indirect index identifies which segments contain the posting
data relevant to the search. Since each segment is sequential

on-disk, retrieving a single segment is fast. A disk seek will
often be required between segments.
While retrieving a keyword’s full posting list (i.e.,all segments or all occurrences of the keyword in the entire file system) requires a disk seek between each segment, our use of hierarchical partitioning allows us to exploit namespace locality
to retrieve fewer segments. Many keywords and phrases have
namespace locality and only occur in a fraction of the partitions (which we plan to quantify in future our future work). For
example, the Boolean query storage∧research∧santa∧cruz
requires (depending on the ranking algorithm) that a partition
contain files with all four terms before it should be searched. If
it does not contain all four terms, often it does not need to be
searched at all. Using the indirect index, we can easily identify
the partitions that contain the full intersection of the query
terms. By taking the intersection of the partitions returned,
we can identify just the segments that contain files matching
the query. Reading only these small segments can significantly
reduce the amount of data read compared to fetching postings
from across the entire file systems. Likewise, by reducing
the search space to a few small partitions, with disk seeks
occurring along partition boundaries, the total number of disk
seeks can be significantly reduced.
The search space can also be reduced when a search query
is localized to part of the namespace. For example, a user
may want to search only their home directory or the sub-tree
containing files for a certain project. In existing systems, the
entire file system is searched and then results are pruned to
ensure they fall within the sub-tree. However, through the use
of a look up table that maps pathnames to their partitions, our
approach reduces the scope of the search space to only the
scope specified in the query. For example, a query scoped to a
user’s home directory eliminates all segments not within their
home directory from the search space. Thus, users can control
the scope and performance of their queries, which is critical
in petascale file systems. Often as the file system grows, the
files a user cares about searching and accessing grows at a
much slower rate. Our approach allows search to scale with
what the user wants to search, rather than the total size of the
file system.
Once in-memory, segments are managed by an LRU cache.
Though there have been no studies of file system query
patterns, web searches [7, 27] and file access patterns [29] both
exhibit Zipf-like distributions. This implies skewed popularity
distributions for partitions and that an LRU algorithm will be
able to keep popular partitions in-memory, greatly improving
performance for common-case searches. Additionally, this
enables better cache utilization since only index data related
to popular partitions is kept in-memory, rather than data from
all over the file system. Efficient cache utilization is important
for direct integration with the file system since it will often
be shared by the file system.
C. Index Updates
One of the key challenges with file system search is
balancing search and update performance. Inverted indexes

traditionally use either an in-place or merge-based update strategy [28]. An in-place update strategy is an update-optimized
approach. When postings lists are written to disk, a sequential
region on-disk is allocated that is larger than the required
amount. When new postings are added to the list they are
written to the empty region. However, when the region fills
and new posting needs to be written, a new sequential region
is allocated elsewhere on-disk and the new postings are written
to it. Thus, in-place updates are fast to write since they can
usually be written sequentially and do not require much preprocessing. However, as posting lists grow they become very
fragmented which degrades search performance. Alternatively,
a merge-based update strategy is a search-optimized approach.
When a posting list is modified it is read from disk, modified
in-memory, and written out sequentially to a new location.
This strategy ensures that posting lists are sequential on-disk,
though requires the entire posting to be read and written in
order to update it, which can be extremely slow for large
posting lists.
Our approach achieves a better balance in two ways. First,
since posting list segments only contain postings from partitions, they are small enough to make merge-based updates
efficient. When modifying a posting list, we are able to
quickly read the entire list, modify it in memory, and quickly
write it out sequentially to disk. Doing so keeps segment
updates relatively fast and ensures that segments are sequential
on-disk. An in-place approach is also feasible since small
segments often will not need allocate more than one disk
region. However, the space overhead from over-allocating disk
regions can become quite high. Second, our approach can
exploit locality in file access patterns to reduce overall disk
I/Os. Often only a subset of file system sub-trees are frequently
modified [2, 29]. As a result, we often only need to read
segments from a small number of partitions. By reading fewer
segments, far less data needs to read for an update compared
to retrieve an entire posting list, cache space is better utilized,
and we are able to better coalesce updates in-memory before
writing them back to disk.
D. Additional Functionality
In addition to improving scalability, hierarchical partitioning
can potentially improve how file permissions are enforced, aid
result ranking, and improve space utilization.
Secure file search is difficult because either an index is kept
for each user, which requires a huge amount of disk space, or
permissions for all search results need to be checked, which
can be very slow [11]. However, most users only have access
privileges to a limited number of sub-trees in the namespace (we plan to quantify this in future work). Hierarchical
partitioning, through the use of additional metadata stored
in the indirect index, can eliminate sub-trees a user cannot
access from the search space. Doing so prevents users from
searching files they cannot access without requiring any additional indexes and reduces the total number of search results
returned, limiting the number of files whose permissions must
be checked.

Ranking file system search results is difficult because most
files are unstructured documents with little semantic information. However, sub-trees in the namespace often have distinct,
unique purposes, such as a users home directory or a source
code tree. Using hierarchical partitioning, we can leverage
this information to improve how search results are ranked
in two ways. First, files in the same partition may have a
semantic relationship (i.e.,files for the same project) that can
be used when calculating rankings. Second, different ranking
requirements may be set for different partitions. Rather than
use a one-size-fits-all ranking function for all billion files in the
file system, we can potentially use different ranking functions
for different parts of the namespace. For example, files from
a source code tree can be ranked differently than files in a
scientist’s test data, potentially improving search relevance for
users.
Both file system access patterns and web searches have Zipflike distributions. Assuming these distributions hold true for
file system search, a large set of index partitions will be cold
(i.e.,not frequently searched). Our approach can allow us to
identify these cold partitions and either heavily compress them
or migrate them to lower-tier storage (low-end disk or tape)
to improve cost and space utilization. A similar concept has
been applied to legal compliance data in file systems and has
shown the potential for significant space savings [34].
E. Integration within Ceph
Since addressing file system search performance with additional hardware can be prohibitively expensive at the petascale, it is important search can be efficient integrated within
the file system. File system search should provide scalable
performance while not interfering with normal file operation.
We discuss how our approach can be integrated with the Ceph
petascale file system [45].
Ceph is an object-based parallel file system. A cluster of
metadata servers (MDSs) handles metadata operations while
a cluster of object storage devices (OSDs) handles data operations. The MDS cluster manages the namespace and stores
all file metadata persistently on the OSD cluster. Since the
OSD cluster is used for metadata storage, MDS nodes can
generally afford a significant amount of main memory (tens
of gigabytes).
We intend for the indirect index to be distributed across the
MDS cluster and across enough nodes so that it can be kept
in-memory. Since a significant amount of query pre-processing
takes place in the indirect index, keeping it in-memory will
significantly improve performance. Posting list segments will
be stored on the OSD cluster and since they are small they
can map directly to physical objects. The indirect index will be
partitioned across the MDS cluster using a global inverted file
(IFG ) partitioning approach. In this approach keywords are
used to partition the index such that each MDS stores only a
subset of the keywords in the file system. For example, with
two MDS nodes A and B, A may index and store all keywords
in the range [a − q] and B may index and store all remaining
keywords. Using an IFG partitioning approach limits network

bandwidth requirements as messages are sent only to the MDS
nodes responsible for query keywords.
In our design, the example Boolean query storage∧santa∧
cruz will be evaluated as follows. A user will issues the query
through a single MDS node (possibly of their choosing) which
will shepherd the query execution. This shepherd node will
query the MDS nodes responsible for the keywords “storage”,
“santa”, and “cruz” based on the IFG partitioning. These
nodes with return their indirect index posting lists, which
are stored in-memory, and the shepherd with compute the
intersection of these to determine which partitions contain all
three terms and are thus relevant the to query. The shepherd
will cache these posting lists (to improve subsequent query
performance) and then query the three MDS nodes for the
segments that correspond to the relevant partitions. These
segments will be read from the OSD cluster, cached at the
three MDS nodes, and the returned to the shepherd. The
shepherd will aggregate the results from the segments and rank
them before returning them to the user.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
As file systems continue to grow, scalable file retrieval is
emerging as one of the key challenges. As a result, file system
search has becoming increasingly popular because it greatly
improves how users organize and retrieve files. Unfortunately,
existing file system search solutions have difficulty scaling
cost and performance to petascale file systems. To address this
problem, we presented an initial petascale file system search
design. Our design exploits file system properties to improve
search scalability and performance while not requiring significant hardware additions. While we presented some initial
ideas, there is much future work.
1) To the best of our knowledge no large-scale file system
keyword data sets exist. Those available, such as those
from TREC, are designed for database and web search.
We are planning to collect keyword data sets from realworld large-scale file systems using a secure approach
that anonymizes keywords while preserving namespace
locality.
2) Our design assumes that file system keywords exhibit
namespace locality, which has been shown to be the
case for file metadata [2, 30]. To validate and quantify
keyword namespace locality we plan on analyzing the
keyword data sets we collect.
3) We have presented a number of initial index designs.
However, our design is far from complete. We will use
the results of our keyword analysis to guide and finalize
our design.
4) To better understand how search and file systems can be
integrated we are planning to implement and evaluate
our design in the Ceph petascale file system.
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